Appendix 18: References to clinical studies

This appendix contains references to the studies reviewed for the previous guideline. References to studies added to the updated guideline are in appendix 17.
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Araya 2003 [published data only]

Arthur 2002 [published data only]
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Azim-Alberta

Baker 2001 [published data only]

Barkley-Ontario
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Beutler 1991 [published data only]

Blair 1998 [published data only]

Blanchard 1995 [published data only]

Blenkiron 2001 [published data only]

Boath-Stoke

Bond - USA

Bosscher 1993 [published data only]

Bowers1993 [published data only]

Bowman 1995 [published data only]

Bowman-Dublin

Bradshaw-Minnesota

Brook-Denver

Brown 1984 [published data only]

Burns - UK

Bush - USA

Callahan 1994 [published data only]


Carey-US

Case-New York

Coleman 1999 [published data only]

Comstock-Texas

Creed-Blackburn

Creed-Manchester1

Creed-Manchester2 (IK 1990)

Creed-Manchester3 (IK 1996)

Dick-Dundee-1991

Dick-Dundee1 (UK 1985)

Donnan 1990 [published data only]

Dowrick 1995 [published data only]
Dowrick C. Does testing for depression influence diagnosis or management by general practitioners? Family Practice 1995;12(4):461-465

Doyne 1987 [published data only]
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Dunn 2002 [published data only]

Ettlinger-New York

Fenton - Montreal

Fink-Toronto

Fremont 1987 [published data only]

Glick-New York-1986

Glick-San Francisco
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Grad J, Sainsbury P. The effects that patients have on their families in a community care and a control psychiatric service - a two year follow-up. British Journal of Psychiatry 1968;114:265-78

Grant 2000 [published data only]

Greist 1979 [published data only]

Gudeman-Boston

Guidry-New Orleans

Guillette-Maryland

Guy-Baltimore

Hannay 1999 [published data only]

Harris 1999 [published data only]

Herman 2002 [published data only]

Herz-New York1 (US 1971)

Herz-New York2

Hirsch-London

Hogg-Glasgow

Holdsworth 1996 [published data only]

Hoult - Sydney

Hunkeler 2000 [published data only]

Inch-Saskatchewan

Jamison 1995 [published data only]

Jarema-Warsaw

Johnstone 1976 [published data only]

Kandel-US

Katon 1995 [published data only]

Katon 1996 [published data only]

Katon 1999 [published data only]

Katon 2001 [published data only]

Katzelnick 2000 [published data only]

Kecmanovic-Sarajevo

Kiely 1986 [published data only]

Klein 1985 [published data only]

Klyczek-US

Konieczynska-Warsaw

Kris-US-1965

Kritz-Silverstein 20 [published data only]

Kuldau-California
Kuldau JM, Stanley J, Dirks JD. Controlled evaluation of a hospital-originated community transitional system. Archives of General Psychiatry 1977;34:1331-40

Labbe 1988 [published data only]

Landreville 1997 [published data only]
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Lewis 1996 [published data only]
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Lin 2001 [published data only]
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Llewellyn-Jones 1999 [published data only]
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Zung 1983 [published data only]
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Psychology references

Alexopoulos 2003 [published data only]
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Bowers 1990 (US) [published data only]

Bright 1999 (US) [published data only]

Burnand 2002 (Swiss) [published and unpublished data]

Catalan 1991 (UK) [published data only]

Chaudhry 1998 (Pak) [published data only]

Comas-Diaz 1981 (US) [published data only]
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Crowe 1978 [published data only]
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DiMascio 1979 (US) [published data only]

Dowrick 2000 [published data only]

Dunn 1979 (Can) [published data only]
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Elkin 1989 (US) [published data only]
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Fava 1994 (Italy) [published data only]

Fava 1998B [published data only]

Fleming 1980 (US) [published data only]

Foley 1989 (US) [published data only]

Frank 1989 (US) [published data only]

Frank 1990 (US) [published data only]

Free 1991 (Aus) [published data only]

Freeman 2002 (UK) [unpublished data only]
Freeman, C.P.L., Power, M.J., Bowyer, D.J., Law, R., Breif structured psychotherapies for neurotic disorders in primary care: a comparison of CBT, PT and treatment as usual at early and late intervention.

Friedli 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Friedman 1975 [published data only]

Gallagher 1982 (US) [published data only]

Gallagher 1983 (US) [published data only]
Gallagher DETLW. Effectiveness of psychotherapy for both endogenous and nonendogenous depression in older adult outpatients.. J Gerontol 1983;38:707-712.

Gallagher-Th 94 (US) [published data only]

Garland 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Gendron 1996 (Ca) [published data only]

Gordon 1987 (US) [published data only]

Gordon 1998 [published data only]

Green 1985 (US) [published data only]

Hautzinger 1996 (Ge) [published data only]

Hellerstein 2001 (US) [published data only]

Hemmings 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Hirschfeld 2002 (US) [published data only]

Hogg 1988 (US) [published data only]

Hollon 1992 (US) [published data only]

Jacobson 1977 (US) [published data only]

Jacobson 1991 (US) [published data only]

Jarrett 1998 [published data only]

Jarrett 1999 (US) [published data only]

Jarrett 2001 (US) [published data only]

Jong-Meyer 1996 (Ge) [published data only]

Keller 2000 (US) [published data only]

Klein 1984 (US) [published data only]

Klerman 1974 [published data only]

Kornblith 1983 (US) [published data only]

Lapointe 1980 (US) [published data only]

Leff 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Lenz 2000 (Austria) [published data only]

Lichtenberg 1996 US [published data only]

Lipman 1976 (US) [published data only]

Luborsky 1996 US [published data only]

Lynch 1997 (US) [published data only]

Macaskill 1996 (UK) [published data only]

Manning 1994 (Aus) [published data only]

Martin 2001 (UK) [published data only]

Maynard 1993 (US) [published data only]

McLean 1979 (Can) [published data only]


McLean 1990 (Can) [published data only]

McLean 1992 (Can) [published data only]

McNamara 1986 [published data only]

Meresman 1995 (US) [published data only]

Miller 1989 (US) [published data only]

Miller 1999 (US) [published data only]

Miranda 2003 (US) [published data only]

Mittelman 1995 (US) [published data only]

Moore 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Mossey 1996 [published data only]

Murphy 1984 (US) [published data only]
* Murphy GE, Simons AD, Wetzel RD, Lustman PJ. Cognitive therapy and pharmacotherapy singly and together in the treatment of depression.. Arch Gen Psychiatry 1984;41:33-41.


Murphy 1995 (US) [published data only]

Mynors-Wallis 1995 [published data only]

Mynors-Wallis 2000 [published data only]

O'Leary 1981 (US) [published data only]

O'Leary 1990 (US) [published data only]

Pace 1993 (US) [published data only]

Paykel 1999 (UK) [published data only]

Peden 2000 (US) [published data only]

Persons 1999 (US) [published data only]

Reynolds 1999 (US) [published data only]
Reynolds 1999B (US) [published data only]

Rosner 1999 (Ge) [published data only]

Ross 1985 (UK) [published data only]

Rush 1977 (US) [published data only]

Rush 1981 (US) [published data only]

Schulberg 1996 (US) [published data only]

Schulz 1999 (Ger) [published data only]

Scott 1992 (UK) [published data only]

Scott 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Selmi 1990 (US) [published data only]

Shapiro 1982 (UK) [published data only]
Shapiro 1987 (UK) [published data only]

Shapiro 1994 (UK) [published data only]

Shaw 1977 (Can) [published data only]

Shipley 1973 (US) [published data only]

Simons 2001 (UK) [published data only]

Simpson 2003 (UK) [published data only]

Snyder 1989 [published data only]

Solomon 1995 (US) [published data only]

Steffen 1998 (US) [published data only]

Steuer 1984 [published data only]

Stravynski 1994 (Ca) [published data only]

Szapocznik 1982 (US) [published data only]
Taylor 1977 (Aust) [published data only]

Teasdale 1984 (UK) [published data only]

Teasdale 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Teasdale 2003 (UK) [published data only]

Teichman 1995 (Is) [published data only]

Teri 1986 (US) [published data only]

Thomas 1987(US) [published data only]

Thompson 1987 (US) [published data only]

Thompson 2001 (US) [published data only]

Tschuschke 2000 [published data only]

Unutzer 2001 [published data only]

Vonk 1999 (US) [published data only]

Ward 2000 (UK) [published data only]
Ward E, King M, Lloyd M, Bower P, Sibbald B, Farrellly S, Gabbay M, Tarrier N, Addington-Hall J. Randomised controlled trial of non-directive counselling, cognitive-behaviour therapy,
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Waring 1988 (Can) [published data only]

Waring 1990 (Can) [published data only]

Waring 1991 (Can) [published data only]

Warren 1988 (US) [published data only]

Weissman 1992 (US) [published data only]

Wierbicki 1987 (US) [published data only]
Wierbicki M, Bartlett TS. The efficacy of group and individual cognitive therapy for mild depression.. Cogn Ther Res 1987;11(3):337-342.

Williams 2000 [published and unpublished data]

Wilson 1983 (Aust) [published data only]

Wilson 1990 (US) [published data only]

Wollersheim 1992 (US) [published data only]

Wood 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Zeiss 1979 [published data only]

Zettle 1989 (US) [published data only]

Pharmacology references

Aberg 1977 YII [published data only]

Agosti 1991 [published data only]

Agrawal 1994 [published data only]

Ahlfors 1988 [published data only]

Ahmed 1988 [published data only]

Allain 1992 [published data only]

Alexopoulos 00 E O C [published data only]

Alexopoulos2003Y O I [unpublished data only]

Altamura 1989 OIE [published data only]

Altamura 1989a OII [published data only]

Alves 1999 YO I IR [published and unpublished data]
Alves C, Cachola I, Brandao J. Efficacy and tolerability of venlafaxine and fluoxetine in outpatients with major depression. Primary Care Psychiatry 1999;5(2):57-63.

Amin 1973 YII [published data only]

Amin 1978 YO I [published data only]

Amin 1984 Y M I [published data only]

Amore 1989 Y I I [published data only]

Amsterdam 1987 [published data only]

Amsterdam 1997 [published data only]
Amsterdam JD, Garcia-Espana F, Rosenzweig M. Clomipramine augmentation in treatment resistant depression. Depression & Anxiety 1997;5(2):84-90.

Amsterdam 1998 (US) [published data only]

Anderson 1972 [published data only]
632 Andersson 1998 [published data only]

Andreoli 2002 Y M I [published data only]

Anisman 1999 Y M I [published data only]

Anon 1988 Y M E [published data only]

Anon 1990 Y I E [published data only]

Anonimous 1971 [published data only]

Anonymous 1986 [published data only]

Ansseau 1994 [published data only]

Anton 1990 Y I I [published data only]

Appelberg01 Y M 1 [published data only]

Arminen 1992 Y I E [published data only]

Arnheim 2003 [published data only]

Artigas 1994 [published data only]

Ather 1985 OMI [published data only]

Bakish 1992 Y O I [published data only]

Bakish 1997 [published data only]

Bakish 2000 [published data only]

Balestrieri 1971 YII [published data only]

Ballus 2000 [published data only]

Ban 1998 Y I [published data only]

Barrelet 1991 Y M I [published data only]

Bascara 1989 [published data only]

Bastos 1996 [published data only]
Battegay 1985 [published data only]

Bauer 1999 [published data only]

Bauer 2000 Y M C [published data only]

Baumann 1996 Y I AN [published and unpublished data]

Beaini 1980 YOE [published data only]

Beasley 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Beasley 1993a Y I I [published data only]

Beasley 1993b Y O I [published data only]

Beaumont 1993 Y P C [published data only]

Beckers 1990 [published data only]

Beckmann 1975 YII [published data only]
Behnke 2002 Y M C A [published data only]

Bell 1998 [published data only]

Bellini 1994 Y I I [published data only]

Benkert 2000 Y M I [published and unpublished data]

Benkert 96 Y I I IR [published and unpublished data]

Bennie 1976 YOE [published data only]

Bergmann 93 Y O I A [published data only]

Berman 1999 [published data only]

Bersani 1994 [published data only]

Berzewski 1997 Y M [published data only]

Besancon 1993 [published and unpublished data]
**Bhagwagar 2002 [published data only]**


**Bialos 1982 [published data only]**


**Bianchi 1971 [published data only]**


**Bielski 2003 Y ? I [published data only]**


**Bignamini 1992 [published data only]**


**Blacker 1988 Y P E [published data only]**


**Blanchard 1995 [published data only]**

Blanchard 1995

**Blashki 1971 [published data only]**


**Blier 1995 [published data only]**


**Blier 1997 [published data only]**


**Bloch 1997 Y O [published and unpublished data]**


**Bocksberger 93 [published data only]**


**Bordet 1998 Y M I [published and unpublished data]**


Botros 1989 YOI [published data only]

Botte 1992 [published data only]

Bouchard 1987 [published data only]

Bougerol 1992 Y M I [published data only]

Bowden 1993 Y M I [published data only]

Bramanti 1988 Y M I [published data only]

Branconnier 1981 [published data only]

Braus 2000 [published data only]

Bremner 1994 Y O I [published data only]

Bremner 1995 Y O I [published and unpublished data]

Bremner 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Brenner 00 Y O I A/L [published data only]

Bressa 1989 [published data only]

Brick 1962 [published data only]

Browne 1969 YMI [published data only]

Browne 1990 [published data only]

Bruijn 1996 YII [published data only]

Bruijn 1998 [published data only]

Brunner 1994 [published data only]

Burch 1988 YIC [published data only]

Burke 1967 YII [published data only]

Burke 2000 [published data only]

Burke02 C Y O I H24 [published and unpublished data]

Burt 1962 YIE [published data only]

Byerley 1988 Y O E [published data only]

Byrne 1989 [published data only]

372 Calabrese 1998 [published data only]

Calcedo 1992 [published data only]

016 Cantillon [unpublished data only]

Cappiello 1998 Y M [published and unpublished data]

Carman 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Carney 1984 YMI [published data only]

Carpenter 2002 Y O [published data only]
Carpenter LL YSaPL. A double-blind, placebo-controlled study of mirtazapine augmentation for refractory depression. 39th Annual Meeting of the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology 2000;Dec-14.
Carpenter LL YSaPL. A double-blind, placebo-controlled study of mirtazapine augmentation for refractory major depression: preliminary findings. 52nd Institute on Psychiatric Services; 25-10-2000:philadelphia.

428Casabona Y O I XR [published data only]

Casacchia 1984 [published data only]

Casacchia 1989 [published data only]

Cassano 2000 [published data only]

Catterson 1996 [published data only]

Cattiez 1990 [published data only]

Cetin 1994 [published data only]

Charney 1986 [published data only]

Chiu 1996 Y M E [published data only]

Chouinard 1985 [published data only]

Christiansen 1996 [published data only]

Civeira 1990 [published data only]

Claghorn 1984 [published data only]

Claghorn 1987 Y O I [published data only]


Claghorn 1996 Y O C [published data only]

Claghorn 1992A Y OC H21 [published data only]

Classen 1990 [published data only]

Clerc 1994 Y I I IR [published data only]

Click 1982 YOI [published data only]

Clunie 2001 [published data only]

Cohn 1984 [published data only]

Cohn 1985 Y O I [published data only]

Cohn 1989 [published data only]

Cohn 1990 E O I [published data only]

Cohn 1990a Y O E [published data only]

Coleman 01 Y O I [published data only]

Coleman 1999 Y M I [published data only]
Conti 1988 [published data only]

Cook 1986 E O C [published data only]

Cook 1999 [published data only]

Coppen 1976 [published data only]

Coppen 1978 [published data only]

Corne 1989 [published data only]

Corrigan 2000 [published data only]

Costa 1998 Y O I IR {published and unpublished data}

Couch 1979 [published data only]

Cournoyer 1987 Y I I [published data only]

Croft 1999 Y M I [published data only]

Cun'ham 94 Y O I IR {published data only}

Cunningham 1997 (US) [published data only]
Dabkowska 1993 [published data only]

Dahl 1981 YPI [published data only]

Dalery 1992 Y O E [published data only]

Dallal 1998 (Can) [published data only]

Daly 1979 YII [published data only]

Danse 1999 Y M I [published data only]

Danjou 1994 [published data only]

Davidson 1978 [published data only]

Davidson 1982 [published data only]

Davidson 1984 [published data only]

Davidson 81 Y I C [published data only]

Davidson 87 Y O C [published data only]

Davidson02 YOI A/L P [published data only]
de Montigny 99 (Can) [published data only]

De Ronchi 1998 YMI [published data only]

DeVanna 1990 [published data only]

De Wilde 1982 [published data only]

De Wilde 1983 Y O I [published data only]

De Wilde 1985 Y I I [published data only]

Debonnel 2000 [published data only]

Debus 1988 [published data only]

Deering 1974 OM? [published data only]

de Jonghe 1991a [published data only]

de Jonghe 1991b [published data only]

Del Zompo 1990 YOE [published data only]

Delaunay 1978 YOI [published data only]

Delgado 1988 [published data only]

Dell 1977 YPI [published data only]

Demyttenaere 1998 [published data only]

Demyttenaere 2001 [published data only]

DeNayer 2002 [published data only]

Diamond 1971 [published data only]

Diaz-Martinez 1998 [published data only]

Dick 1983 Y I E [published data only]

Dierick 1990 [published data only]

Dierick 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Dinan 1989 [published data only]

Dinan 1996 [published data only]

Dominguez 1984 Y O [published data only]

Dominguez 85 Y O I [published data only]
Donlon 1981 Y O I [published data only]

Doogan 1992 Y O C [published data only]

Doogan 1994 [published data only]

Doongaji 1993 Y M I [published data only]

Dorman 1980 YOI [published data only]

Dorman 1992 E O E [published data only]

Dorn 1980 [published data only]

Dowling 1990 Y ? I [published data only]

Duarte 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Dube 2002 [published data only]

Dunlop 1990 Y O I [published data only]

Dunner 1992 [published data only]

Dunningham 1994 [published data only]

Dursun 2001 [published data only]


Fairweather 1993 [published data only]

Falk 1989 Y O I [published data only]

Farina 2002 [published data only]

Fava 1994 Y O [published data only]

Fava 1997 (US) [published data only]

Fava 2002 Y O [published data only]

Fawcett 1987 [published data only]


Fawcett 1989 Y O E [published data only]

Feet 1985 Y O [published data only]
Feig* 1979 Y O I {published data only}


Feig* 1983 YOI {published data only}


Feig* 1985b {published data only}


Feig* 1991 {published data only}


Feig* 1999 C Y O I {published data only}
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Feighner Y O I [published data only]

Ferrari 1987 YII [published data only]

Ferreri 1989 Y O I [published data only]

Ferreri 2001 Y M [published data only]

Fieve 1986 [published data only]

Fontaine 1991 [published data only]

Fontaine 1994 [published and unpublished data]

Forrest 1964 YMI [published data only]

Forrest 1975 YPI [published data only]

Fournier 1997 Y O I [published data only]

Frank 1990 Y O C [published data only]

Freed 1999 [published data only]

Friedel 1979 [published data only]

Friedman 1966 [published data only]

Fruensgaard 1979 YII [published data only]

Fryer 1963 [published data only]

Fudge 1990 Y O E [published data only]

Funke 1990 [published data only]

Furlong 1977 [published data only]

Gabelic 1990 [published data only]

Gacgoud 1992 [published data only]

Gachoud 1994 [published data only]

Gagiano 1989 [published data only]
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Gasperini 1992 [published data only]

Gattaz 1995 Y I I [published data only]

Geerts 1994 Y M E [published data only]

Geerts 1999 [published data only]

Gentil 2000 (Brazil) [published data only]

Georgotas 1989 E O C [published data only]

Georgotas 86 E O PP [published data only]

Geretsegger 95 E I E [published and unpublished data]

Gilaberte 2001 Y O C [published data only]

Ginestet 1989 [published data only]

Glen 1984 [published data only]

Glue 1993 [published data only]

Goldberg 1972 [published data only]

Goldberg 1977 YOI [published data only]

Goldberg 1980 [published data only]

Golden02 Y M I H17 [published data only]

Goldstein 1969 YOI [published data only]

Gomez-Martinez Y?E [published data only]

Gonella 1990 [published data only]

Gonul 1999 [published data only]
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**Gravem 1987 [published data only]**

**Greenblatt 1964 [published data only]**

**Grof 1974 YMI [published data only]**
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**Guelfi 1983 [published data only]**
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**Guelfi 1992 Y I I [published data only]**

**Guelfi 1995 (Fr) [published data only]**

**Guelfi 2001 Y I I IR [published and unpublished data]**


**Guillibert 89 E O ? [published data only]**

**Guy 1983 Y I I [published data only]**

Guy 1984 [published data only]

Guy 1986 [published data only]

Hackett 1967 [published data only]

Hackett 1969 [published data only]

Hackett 96 Y O I XR [unpublished data only]

347 Hackett 2000 [published data only]

Halama 1991 [published data only]

Halikas 1995 Y O I [published data only]

Hamilton 1982 [published data only]
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Harding 1973 YO1 [published data only]

Hardy 1997 [published data only]

**Harrer 1991 [published data only]**
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**Harrer 99 E O I A [published data only]**
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